Global Trends - Beverages

Bulk wine becoming more important to UK on-trade buyers

Bulk wine is becoming increasingly important to UK on-trade buyers, the most savvy of whom are working directly with their suppliers to source their wines at the price they need.

This is according to David Gill, MW at Kingslands Drinks, one of the UK’s largest bulk wine suppliers, who says that the sector is only going to take on an increasingly relevant part of the buying mix.

“Bulk wine is not necessarily seen as important for many on-trade buyers or hospitality outlet owners, but in reality it is very important,” he told The Buyer, pointing out that most pubs, bars and restaurants have been serving UK-packed wines to customers for many years, often without being aware of the fact.

Gill claims that bulk shipped wines packed in the UK enables the on trade to offer their customers good quality wine at appealing price points, though concedes that bulk wine’s reputation has “probably been tainted” by the fact that the wines were all too often selected for the price, not their quality.

“Howver, that is no longer the case – we put good wine in, take care of it in transit and we get good wine out and into bottle. It’s no longer the industry’s “dirty little secret”, it’s a huge success story.”

Not only are UK packed wines being used simply for house wines, but increasingly the next tier up, with New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc being a particularly popular bulk shipped and UK packaged style. Other popular varietals include Argentine Malbec, Chilean Sauvignon and Merlot, as well as South African, Australian and Californian wines which are often bottled in the UK rather than at source.

Kingsland works mainly with the larger multiple outlets and groups to deliver “significant” volumes centrally, which then go on to be distributed regionally, or
directly with regional wholesalers.
Source: Vinex

**Hard seltzers: A beverage alcohol category or lifestyle movement?**
IWSR assesses whether the hard seltzer category has morphed into a lifestyle movement, and if so, what implications does this have for brand owners competing in this space?
[Click here to read more]

**Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements**

**The evolving role of the ecommerce market and digital experience**
IWSR assesses the evolution of the beverage alcohol ecommerce and digital space amidst Covid-19.

Infographic - [Click here to read more]

**Regulatory Environment**

**SAWIS Kommunikasie: Inperking Vlak 2 en Heffings / SAWIS Communication: Lockdown level 2 and Levies**
Beste wynbedryfrolspeler

Vind hierby aangeheg die volgende twee skrywes vir u aandag:

• Uiteensetting van die Wyn- en Spiritusraad en SAWIS se aksies tydens Vlak 2 van die inperking.
• Besonderhede en bevestiging van die heffings van toepassing op spesifieke wyn verwante produkte.

Dear wine industry role-player

Attached hereto the following two documents for your attention:

• Directive of the Wine and Spirit Board and SAWIS's activities during Level 2 of the lockdown.
• Detail and confirmation with regard to the levies applicable on specific wine related products.

[WS and SAWIS during lockdown Level 2 Final]
[Levies - Industry circular August 2020]
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